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Computer

The Dimuken DC-8922 Sheeter is designed to be used as a stand

controlled

alone unit or in conjunction with other web finishing equipment such

precision
sheeting

as an inkjet or laser printer, encoder, hologram applicator or pack
printer.
It will sheet and slit a sprocket punched web and can be run pack to
sheet, or with an additional unwind unit, roll to sheet.
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International Dialing: Tel: +44 1733 230044 Fax: +44 1733 230012
E.mail: sales@dimuken.com Web: www.dimuken.com

Configuration

Usage

This free standing pin feed driven unit is designed with a monocoque construction for rigidity
and strength and features a heavy duty blade that can be re-set by the operator without the
necessity for service engineer visits and the blade can also be re-sharpened to extend its
operating life. The DC-8922 Sheeter has been specifically designed for heavy duty cutting of
multi-part sets and ticket card which traditional Sheeter models cannot handle in long term
production.

Computer controlled cutting registration allows precision sheeting of plain or printed stock
with margin trim and centre slit.
+
Simple operator controls allow fast set-up with push button setting of sheet length and a
full featured batch delivery system
+
A powered variable speed conveyor delivery table is supplied as standard
+
Centralised web width adjustment
+
Sturdy construction gives quietness of operation and long life
+
Optional strip cut blades are also available to permit substantially increased running
speeds when a 1/6” or 5/16” (for 12” down to A4) strip cut is required in a single action

Cutting
Performance

Specification

Using Single Cut Blade

Using Single Cut Blade

Using

(Running Single Cut)

(Running 1/6" Double Cut)

1/6" StripCut Blade

Form Depth

Form Depth

Form Depth

Forms/hr.

Forms/hr.

Forms/hr.

4"

up to 24,000

4"

up to 24,000

4"

up to 24,000

8"

up to 16,840

8"

up to 11,700

8"

up to 16,840

12"

up to 14,400

12”

up to

12"

up to 14,400

7,080

Form width with sprocket hole

Min: 100mm

Max: 458mm

Form Depth

Min: 2"

Max: 24"

Margin Trim

Min: 0

Max: 22mm

Single blade on double cut

Min: 3mm

Max: 12mm

Weight

490 Kgs

Power Supply

3 Phase 380/415V 50/60hz

Power Consumption

2kw

1250

Sheeter

600

1200

660

1200

All dimensions in mm
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